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Want to make the most of your Windows PC? These Microsoft-made PowerToys will give you all sorts of useful new 
superpowers. 
Microsoft is talking a lot about Copilot+ PCs with exclusive AI features. Those features aren’t very useful yet, but 
there is a compelling package of extra features for Windows you can get on any Windows PC — for free. It’s 
called Microsoft PowerToys. 
I’ve been a big fan of Microsoft PowerToys for years. This free and open-source package of extra tools is a must-
install for nearly any Windows PC user. Many of them can give you a big productivity upgrade, saving you time 
whether you use your PC for work or play. You can get the latest PowerToys version from the Microsoft Store in a few 
clicks; the tools will work on both Windows 10 and Windows 11. 
Microsoft PowerToys is a big package with dozens of individual utilities, many of which are packed with their own 
options. The tips listed here just scratch the surface. 

Windows PowerToys tool #1: Keyboard Manager 
The Keyboard Manager PowerToy lets you take a key on your keyboard and make it function as another key. Want to 
transform the Caps Lock key into something more useful such as a search key or a convenient Play/Pause key for 
controlling music playback? You can do that. Got a new laptop that comes with a Copilot key and don’t use 
Copilot? You can make the key do whatever you want it to do. 
To remap keys, open the PowerToys settings window, select the Keyboard Manager tool, and click “Remap a key.” 

 
DON’T USE CAPS LOCK? TRANSFORM THE KEY INTO SOMETHING YOU WILL USE. 
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Windows PowerToys tool #2: Always On Top 

This PowerToy lets you keep any window always on top of other windows, leaving it visible on your screen even 

when you click away. To use it, just press Windows+Ctrl+T after installing PowerToys. (You can change it to any 

other keyboard shortcut you like in the PowerToys settings window.) 

After pressing the shortcut, the window will be always front and center. It’s an excellent window-management 

trick I’ve always loved using, and now I don’t have to hunt down third-party utilities to get it. 

https://www.computerworld.com/article/2501171/microsoft-copilot-pc-ai-features.html
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/powertoys/
https://www.computerworld.com/article/2150010/windows-pc-productivity-tips.html
https://apps.microsoft.com/detail/xp89dcgq3k6vld
https://www.pcworld.com/article/2191837/a-copilot-key-is-coming-to-your-pcs-keyboard.html
https://theintelligence.com/27703/how-to-remap-caps-lock-or-any-key-on-windows/
https://theintelligence.com/28098/how-to-make-any-window-always-on-top/


Windows PowerToys tool #3: PowerToys Run 

PowerToys Run is a convenient launcher that provides a better experience than the Start menu in many ways. 
Press Alt+Space to pull it up after installing PowerToys. You can launch applications, search for files, and do basic 
math calculations here. 
Better yet, you can even start searching the web: Unlike the Start menu built into Windows, the PowerToys Run 
launcher will obey your choice of default search engine and web browser. In other words, if you prefer Google in 
Chrome, PowerToys Run will launch that. (The Start menu always launches Bing in Edge.) 
PowerToys Run even supports community-created plug-ins for extra functionality. 

POWERTOYS RUN IS A BETTER LAUNCHER AND SEARCH TOOL THAN THE START MENU. 
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Windows PowerToys tool #4: Image Resizer 

The Image Resizer PowerToy gives you a convenient way to resize multiple image files in just a few clicks. You can 
then choose a new size for the images and resize them all in a single click. 
After installing PowerToys, select some image files in File Explorer, right-click them, and select “Resize with Image 
Resizer.” (You will have to click “Show more options” after opening the menu if you’re using Windows 11.) 

Windows PowerToys tool #5: PowerRename 
PowerRename is a convenient bulk file rename tool included in PowerToys. With it, you can quickly rename 

multiple files at once. It’s a nice alternative to the much more complex batch rename tools for Windows that 

you’ll find if you start searching the web. 

After installing PowerToys, right-click some files in File Explorer and select “Rename with PowerRename” to 

pull it up.  

https://theintelligence.com/30512/get-a-better-launcher-for-your-pc-in-one-keypress/
https://github.com/microsoft/PowerToys/blob/main/doc/thirdPartyRunPlugins.md


 
POWERRENAME IS A POWERFUL TOOL FOR RENAMING LOTS OF FILES AT ONCE. 
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Windows PowerToys tool #6: Video Conference Mute 

Video Conference Mute is a powerful tool for anyone who wants extra control of their PC’s webcam and 
microphone. After enabling this, you can use keyboard shortcuts to enable and disable your PC’s webcam and 
microphone — and it works in all apps. To activate it, open the PowerToys settings window and select Video 
Conference Mute. 

Windows PowerToys tool #7: Awake 
The Awake tool is similar to Caffeine for Mac. After installing PowerToys, you’ll get a little coffee cup icon in your 
system tray. You can use this tool to force your computer to stay awake. It’s convenient if you’re performing a 
download or another long-running task and don’t want your PC to going to sleep. 
You right-click the Awake icon and tell it to keep your computer awake for a period of time — no messing with your 
power management settings needed. 

THE POWERTOYS AWAKE TOOL CAN STOP YOUR COMPUTER FROM SLEEPING. 
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https://www.computerworld.com/article/2091712/windows-pc-webcam-privacy.html
https://theintelligence.com/32678/how-to-disable-your-pcs-webcam-and-mic-with-a-keyboard-shortcut/
https://theintelligence.com/32678/how-to-disable-your-pcs-webcam-and-mic-with-a-keyboard-shortcut/
https://www.caffeine-app.net/


Windows PowerToys tool #8: Text Extractor 

The Text Extractor tool is incredibly useful, offering a way to scan anywhere on your screen for words and convert 
them into copy-pasteable text. It’s an excellent optical character recognition (OCR) trick; you just have to 
press Windows+Shift+T to use it. 
This tool isn’t as pertinent on Windows 11 now that the Snipping Tool has OCR built in, but it has the important 
distinction of also working on Windows 10 — unlike the Windows-11-only Snipping Tool OCR function. This 
PowerToy gives Windows 10 PCs a convenient OCR option that would otherwise only be included after upgrading to 
Windows 11. 

Windows PowerToys tool #9: Advanced Paste 
The Advanced Paste PowerToy gives you more control over pasting text. One particularly useful feature: It lets you 
use the Windows+Ctrl+Alt+V keyboard shortcut to paste the contents of your computer’s clipboard as plain text in 
any application. (While you can often do this with Ctrl+Shift+V in many applications, that keyboard shortcut isn’t 
universal — it doesn’t work in all apps.) 
This tool also has a new gimmick: “Paste with AI,” a feature that requires an OpenAI API key that will let you quickly 
format the contents of your clipboard with the AI model that powers ChatGPT. In the future, this type of feature 
might use the neural processing unit (NPU) hardware on modern Copilot+ PCs to do this locally — no OpenAI API 
key or cloud service necessary. 

Windows PowerToys tool #10: FancyZones 
The FancyZones tool is a very powerful utility for organizing windows on your desktop. This is a perfect example of 
PowerToys in action: Yes, Windows includes powerful keyboard shortcuts and mouse tricks for “Snapping” 
windows — and they’re even more powerful on Windows 11. 
But FancyZones goes beyond that, providing a window management system that lets you define different zones to 
place windows in. You can switch between window layouts with a keyboard shortcut and even tell FancyZones to 
remember where you put windows and automatically place them in their last known zone when you launch them. 

FANCYZONES IS A VERY 

CUSTOMIZABLE TILING WINDOW MANAGER FOR WINDOWS. 
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Microsoft PowerToys contains many more tools than this. Download PowerToys and poke around to find them — 

or take a look at the PowerToys website to see a complete list. Microsoft is still working on PowerToys, and new 

and useful utilities are being added regularly. In fact, it’s an open-source project anyone can contribute to. 

https://www.computerworld.com/article/1611347/windows-11-ai-features.html
https://www.pcworld.com/article/2302123/what-is-an-ai-pc-we-cut-through-the-hype.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/1632403/make-multitasking-a-snap-on-your-windows-pc.html
https://www.computerworld.com/article/1632403/make-multitasking-a-snap-on-your-windows-pc.html
https://apps.microsoft.com/detail/xp89dcgq3k6vld
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/powertoys/
https://github.com/microsoft/PowerToys?tab=readme-ov-file#microsoft-powertoys

